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Abstract

High-protein diets are an effective means for weight loss (WL), but the mechanisms are unclear. One hypothesis relates to the release of

gut hormones by either protein or amino acids (AA). The present study involved overweight and obese male volunteers (n 18, mean BMI

36·8 kg/m2) who consumed a maintenance diet for 7 d followed by fully randomised 10 d treatments with three iso-energetic WL diets,

i.e. with either normal protein (NP, 15 % of energy) or high protein (HP, 30 %) or with a combination of protein and free AA, each

15 % of energy (NPAA). Psychometric ratings of appetite were recorded hourly. On day 10, plasma samples were taken at 30 min intervals

over two consecutive 5 h periods (covering post-breakfast and post-lunch) and analysed for AA, glucose and hormones (insulin, total

glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide, active ghrelin and total peptide YY (PYY)) plus leucine kinetics (first 5 h only). Composite

hunger was 16 % lower for the HP diet than for the NP diet (P,0·01) in the 5 h period after both meals. Plasma essential AA concentrations

were greatest within 60 min of each meal for the NPAA diet, but remained elevated for 3–5 h after the HP diet. The three WL diets showed

no difference for either fasting concentrations or the postprandial net incremental AUC (net AUCi) for insulin, ghrelin or PYY. No strong

correlations were observed between composite hunger scores and net AUCi for either AA or gut peptides. Regulation of hunger may

involve subtle interactions, and a range of signals may need to be integrated to produce the overall response.
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The global epidemic increase in obesity and associated

co-morbidities(1) has stimulated the need to understand the

factors that regulate appetite control. Although a wide range

of weight-loss (WL) strategies are used by millions of

people, most are based on empirical observations and an

incomplete knowledge of why such approaches work. One

such theme involves the use of high protein intakes, which

has been shown in a number of studies to be effective in redu-

cing both intake and hunger scores(2–5), and acute studies have

reported protein as the most satiating of the macronutrients

in both normal-weight and obese subjects(6). Nonetheless,

the actual mechanism for the satiating action of protein

remains unresolved, and a range of hypotheses have been

proposed including elevated postprandial thermogenesis(4),

reduced gastric emptying rate(7), slower rates of digestion

and absorption(8), supply of specific amino acids (AA) that

act as a precursor for brain metabolites(9,10), and release of

gut peptides involved in appetite regulation(11–20). However,

these various associations with appetite control have not

been consistent in the literature(19,21–23). In practice, a

number of these mechanisms may combine to produce the

overall impact on hunger and food intake, and such inter-

actions will influence how studies are designed and

interpreted.

In trying to identify specific mechanisms, two important

points need to be considered. First, the generic term ‘protein’

masks the many and varied types of protein (and relevant

amino acid composition) available within habitual diets, and

these may not produce identical responses for appetite. This

may create difficulty in identifying mechanisms, for example

are the appetite-suppressing effects of whey proteins due to

the rapidity of absorption(8) or the higher content of
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tryptophan compared with other AA in a-lactalbumin(10)?

Second, many studies(6–8,19,23–31) have examined acute

responses and do not consider that metabolism of dietary

protein and AA takes several days to adjust to altered

supply(32). Furthermore, in a number of acute studies, test

meals involve either single macronutrients(6) or an unbalanced

mixture(7,19,31) that would be difficult to sustain as part of a

habitual diet. Although these studies provide important infor-

mation, the relevance to the complexity of the free-living

situation may be limited.

Therefore, the present study had two major aims. The

first aim was to examine whether differences in composite

hunger scores between normal- and high-protein diets (15 and

30 % of energy intake) were related to the postprandial

concentrations of AA or gut-related hormones in plasma.

The second aim was to test whether either hunger or hormone

responses differed between diets containing high protein

(30 %) and a mixture of protein and free AA (each 15 % of

energy intake), the latter scenario approximating to the pre-

sence of a substantial proportion of rapidly digested and

absorbed protein, but with similar AA composition to the

intact protein. These comparisons were within a design

based on fully controlled, iso-energetic WL diets, each pro-

vided for 10 d in a randomised cross-over design. Associated

measurements included whole-body protein turnover in the

fasted and postprandial states. The study also encompassed

two meals (breakfast and lunch) within the experimental

day at the end of each dietary period.

Subjects and methods

Volunteers and dietary interventions

The present study was conducted according to the guidelines

laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki, and all procedures

were approved by the North of Scotland Research Ethics

Service. Overweight or obese male volunteers (n 18) were

recruited by newspaper and website advertisement. Written

informed consent was obtained from all participants. The

baseline characteristics are presented in Table 1. At the start

of the study, the RMR (measured in the overnight-fasted

state) was determined for each volunteer, as described pre-

viously(5), and which was used as the reference measurement

throughout the study (Table 1).

There were four periods of dietary intervention (Fig. 1),

with all food supplied in cooked (breakfast) or ready-to-eat

(lunch and dinner) form that could be heated if necessary.

The volunteers were first provided for 7 d with a maintenance

diet (MTD) at breakfast, lunch and dinner, all based on a 3 d

rotating menu. The estimated metabolisable energy intake

for this diet was based on 1·5 £ RMR, adjusted to the nearest

0·5 MJ, and provided protein:carbohydrate:fat as 15, 55 and

30 % of metabolisable energy (Table 2). The next three diets

were supplied to induce WL, with energy intake fixed at

1·0 £ RMR at enrolment (to the nearest 0·5 MJ) and were pro-

vided each for 10 d in a randomised cross-over design with no

washout periods between interventions. These various WL

diets were each provided as 5 d menus supplied in strict

rotation. These diets were as follows: normal protein (NP),

similar in macronutrient composition to the MTD but at

lower intake; high protein (HP) with energy intake from pro-

tein being raised to 30 % at the expense of carbohydrate;

normal protein plus amino acids (NPAA) with protein and a

free L-AA mixture each contributing 15 % of energy. The indi-

vidual AA were of current good manufacturing practice quality

(Ajinomoto Foods Europe S.A.S.). NSP were provided at a

minimum of 18 g/d for all diets. Specific protein sources

have been reported to differ in hunger responses or hormone

release(8), although this is not always the case(28,33), so it was

necessary to ensure that the WL diets on the metabolic

measurement day were similar. These were all based on

chicken, eggs and turkey as the main protein sources, while

the added free AA were of similar pattern to that found in

beef and chicken breast. Although on other days the meals dif-

fered in ingredients, to allow variety for the volunteers, they

were of similar macronutrient composition for each of the

WL diets. Metabolic measurements were made on the last

day of each dietary period (day 7 for the MTD and day 10

for the WL diets). All stable isotopes were obtained from

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories.

Body composition

Volunteers were weighed daily and were measured for body

composition by air displacement plethysmography and RMR

under fasting conditions at the end of each dietary period,

as described previously(5). Blood samples for clinical para-

meters were taken at the same time.

Psychometric scores

During waking hours, volunteers were asked to record at

hourly intervals their feelings related to hunger and appetite

0–7 d 28–37 d8–17 d 18–27 d

MTD WL A or B or C WL B or C or A WL C or A or B

Fig. 1. Experimental design. For period 1, the first 7 d of the study, all volun-

teers were supplied with a maintenance diet (MTD). This was followed by

three successive 10 d periods (without washout) during which they were sup-

plied, in a randomised order, each of either a normal-protein diet (NP, WL A),

a high-protein diet (HP, WL B) or a normal-protein diet supplemented with

amino acids to raise protein levels equivalent to HP levels (NPAA, WL C).

Psychometric measures of hunger were made daily throughout the study

(except on the last day of each experimental period), while metabolic

measurements were made on the last day of each experimental period ( # ).

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study subjects

(Mean values and standard deviations or ranges, n 18)

Mean SD Range

Age (years) 48·9 11·85 21–70
Height (m) 1·78 0·065 1·69–1·92
Weight (kg) 117·2 19·38 78·3–163·7
BMI (kg/m2) 36·6 5·78 26·5–51·7
RMR (MJ/d) 8·98 1·562 6·65–12·69
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on a handheld electronic computer (Visor Handspring; Palm,

Inc.) and based on a 100 mm scale, as described previously(34).

From this questionnaire, answers to four of the questions

that related to hunger, fullness, desire to eat and prospective

consumption were combined into a composite appetite

score(14,35) based on the following formula: (hunger þ desire

to eat þ (100 2 fullness) þ quantity able to eat)/4.

These psychometric measurements were recorded on

all days except when the metabolic measurements were

made when the close proximity of the study scientists was

considered to create possible interference.

Metabolic measurements

On the last day of each dietary period and after an overnight

fast, an 18 g Venflon catheter was inserted into an antecubital

vein. Blood samples were taken at the various times stated

below. Most samples were taken in heparinised tubes

(Monovette; Sarstedt Limited), but for the measurement

of plasma hormones, an additional 1 ml was taken into

EDTA tubes containing 10ml dipetidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor

(Millipore catalogue no. DPP4-010), 1 mg Pefabloc SC (4-(2-

aminoethyl)-benzenesulfonyl fluoride hydrochloride, Roche

catalogue no. 11 429 868 001) and 10ml Protease Inhibitor

Cocktail (for general use, Sigma catalogue no. P2714)

prepared in 100 ml of water. A fasted blood sample was with-

drawn and then the volunteers were injected intravenously with

a mixture of 150mg [1-13C]leucine and 75 mg [1-13C]phenyl-

alanine dissolved in 10 g sterile saline (9 g NaCl/l). Blood

samples (3 ml) were taken into heparinised tubes at accurate

known times of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30 and

45 min. Volunteers were then given breakfast and were

instructed to eat within 15 min. Blood samples were taken at

30 min intervals after the start of ingestion for a 5 h period.

At 2·5 h, the volunteers were injected intravenously again

with a mixture of 150 mg L-[1-13C]leucine and 75 mg

L-[1-13C]phenylalanine dissolved in 10 g sterile saline, and

samples were collected at similar intervals to those for the

pre-breakfast bolus dose. At 5 h after breakfast, volunteers

were given lunch, again consumed within 15 min and the

30 min collections continued for another 5 h. Blood collection,

therefore, spanned the 5 h period after breakfast and the

5 h period after lunch. For the breakfast on day 10 of NPAA

treatment, 33 % of the natural-abundance free L-leucine and

L-phenylalanine addition was replaced with L-[2H3]leucine

and L-[ring 2H5]phenylalanine.

Analyses

Enrichments of 13C and 2H forms of leucine and phenylalanine,

as appropriate, were determined as t-butyldimethylsilyl

derivatives(36) by electron impact GC MS on a Voyager mass

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) coupled to a GC8000 Top

gas chromatograph, with a 30 m £ 0·25 mm £ 0·25 mm EC1

capillary column (Sigma-Aldrich). The fragment ions monitored

were as follows: m/z 302, 303 ([1-13C]leucine); m/z 302,

305 ([2H3]leucine); m/z 336, 337 ([1-13C]phenylalanine); m/z

336, 341 ([ring 2H5]phenylalanine). AA concentrations were

monitored by isotope dilution by various gravimetric pro-

cedures described previously(37–39) and expressed as molality

(mol/kg). Large neutral amino acids (LNAA) represent the sum

of isoleucine, leucine, valine, phenylalanine and tyrosine.

Insulin, peptide YY (PYY, total), ghrelin (active), glucose-

dependent insulinotropic peptide (GIP) (total) and gluca-

gon-like peptide 1 (active) were analysed simultaneously

with a Human Gut Hormone Panel (Merck Millipore). For

each volunteer, twenty-one samples were obtained for 10 h

on each diet, and all the four diets were analysed singly on

Table 2. Average daily intakes and macronutrient composition of the four diets*
provided to the eighteen volunteers

(Mean values with their standard errors of the difference)

MTD NP HP NPAA SED P †

ME intake (MJ/d) 13·07a 9·01b 8·72c 8·96b,c 0·120 ,0·001
CHO (g/d) 449a 310b 220c 224c 4·0 ,0·001
Fat (g/d) 106a 73b 71c 73b 1·0 ,0·001
Protein (g/d) 115a 79b 152c 158d 2·8 ,0·001
NSP (g/d) 25·0a 25·9b 17·9c 17·8c 0·35 ,0·001
CHO (kJ/d) 7187a 4955b 3520c 3586c 64·2 ,0·001
Fat (kJ/d) 3929a 2707b 2611c 2685b 36 ,0·001
Protein (kJ/d) 1956a 1350b 2587c 2685d 47·2 ,0·001
CHO (% ME) 55·0a 55·0a 40·4b 40·0c 0·16 ,0·001
Fat (% ME) 30·1 30·0 29·9 29·9 0·09 0·47
Protein (% ME) 15·0a 15·0a 29·7b 30·0b 0·18 ,0·001

MTD, maintenance diet; NP, normal-protein diet; HP, high-protein diet; NPAA, mixture of normal
protein plus free amino acids; ME, metabolisable energy; CHO, total carbohydrate.

a,b,c,d Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05;
post hoc t test).

* The 7d MTD (supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1.5 x RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each
supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA
(NPAA) contributing 15 %, 30 % and 15 % protein þ 15 % of energy, respectively.

† Based on the average daily intake (either 7 d for the MTD or 10 d for the three weight-loss diets) for
each volunteer and analysed by ANOVA, with volunteer, plus period within volunteer, set as
random effects and with order, diet and their interaction as fixed effects. There were no significant
diet £ order interactions.
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the same plate. Standards were adjusted to accommodate

the physiological range. In practice, the sensitivity of gluca-

gon-like peptide 1 was found inadequate for the first six

volunteers and, therefore, omitted from the remaining analyses.

Glucose concentration was determined with a clinical analyser

(Kone Limited) based on the hexokinase reaction (Thermo

Fisher Limited). Each sample was measured in quadruplicate,

and care was taken to prevent evaporation while the tubes

were contained within the thermostatically controlled well.

Calculations and statistical analyses

AUC, both total (AUCt) and incremental (AUCi), were calcu-

lated by a trapezoid approach. The AUCi only considers

values that exceed the baseline value(40), so all data are posi-

tive, but this is not appropriate when the response to a meal

involves a decrease, as was the case with ghrelin and certain

non-essential AA, including glycine and serine. Furthermore,

when data after the second meal (lunch) were analysed, any

elevated values just before consumption resulted in many

later values that were below the baseline value and not

included within the AUCi. For this reason, data are presented

in net incremental form (net AUCi), calculated as total AUC

minus baseline value £ time(40). This provided overall data

in either negative or positive forms.

Data from the bolus injections of L-[1-13C]leucine and

L-[1-13C]phenylalanine were fitted to a two-exponential func-

tion, with parameters A1, A2, l1 and l2 being derived from

curve fitting(41). The irreversible loss rate (ILR, mmol/min)

was then calculated based on the dose injected (mmol) from

the following formula:

ILR ¼
dose

ððA1=l1Þ þ ðA2=l2ÞÞ
:

Statistical procedures were analysed by Genstat 13th

Edition, Release 13.2 (VSN International) and R version 2.12

(R Foundation for Statistical Computing). For period effects,

the MTD was always given in period 1, with the three different

WL diets (NP, NPAA and HP) being randomised over the

subsequent three periods. For this reason, order was used

to describe the actual randomisation, for which based on

the design (Fig. 1), there were six possible combinations

of order that were repeated three times across the eighteen

volunteers. So each order involved three volunteers. Time

covers periods within the 10 h of each experimental day. For

comparison of the time courses of concentration data for gut

hormones or AA in plasma or between periods of the day

(e.g. post-breakfast v. post-lunch) a mixed-design ANOVA

was used, with volunteer, with period and time plus their

interaction nested within volunteer, set as random factors

and with order, time and diet, plus their interactions as

fixed factors. When comparing one time point only (e.g.

after overnight fast or AUCi), volunteer, with period nested

within volunteer, were set as random factors, while order

and diet, plus their interaction set as fixed factors. Similar

error structures were adopted when only the three WL diets

were compared. For the composite hunger score, a mixed

model was fitted using residual maximum likelihood due to

a number of missing values. The time of maximum plasma

concentration for either AA or hormones following either

the breakfast or lunch meals was analysed, with volunteer,

plus meal, period and their interaction within volunteer, set

as random effects and with order, meal and diet, plus their

interactions as fixed effects. To test for length of time under

WL conditions (10, 20 or 30 d), the three WL diets were

analysed with the appropriate MTD value set as a covariate

and with volunteer, plus period, time and their interaction

nested within volunteer, as random factors, while period,

time and diet, plus their interactions as fixed factors. For all

analyses, significance was assessed at P,0·05, with a marginal

indication at P,0·10. For all analyses, when the effect of diet

or a diet £ time interaction was significant (P,0·05), means

were compared by calculating a post hoc t statistic based on

the SED and df from the ANOVA output.

Relationships between composite hunger and both AUCt

and net AUCi for gut hormones, glucose, leucine and phenyl-

alanine were investigated by linear regression analysis. The

emphasis was on whether associations existed in addition to

those induced by volunteer effects, and so regression analysis

was applied to residuals when volunteer was fitted to linear

models of the data, but diet and other effects were not fitted

as the interest was in associations that may partly have been

driven by diet effects.

Results

Body weight and clinical parameters

Data are presented in Table 3. Mean body weight decreased

(24·1 kg, P,0·001) between theMTDandafter three successive

10 d periods on the combination of WL diets, with the majority

of the loss associated with fat (22·74 kg, P,0·001). There

were no differences between the WL diets in terms of either

weight or fat loss. The interaction of order £ diet (P,0·001)

for both weight and body fat was a consequence of linear

decreases over the three successive, but randomised, periods

of WL. WL, or lowered energy intake, also caused a reduction

in the plasma concentrations of cholesterol (28·4 %,

P,0·001), LDL-cholesterol (210·4 %, P,0·001), HDL-choles-

terol (29·3 %, P¼0·03), glucose (23·8 %, P¼0·027) and TAG

(222·9 %, P¼0·025). WL also increased plasma 3-hydroxybuty-

rate (4–9-fold, P,0·001), especially for the HP and NPAA diets,

which also showed increased plasma concentration of urea

(þ0·92 mmol/l, P,0·001). The was an order £ diet effect

(P¼0·036) for HDL-cholesterol due to low values for the three

volunteers randomised to one order.

Composite hunger scores

Of the individual components for the composite hunger

score, there were significant main effects of diet on hunger

(P¼0·024), desire to eat (P,0·001) and quantity able to eat

(P¼0·011) but not fullness, with diet £ time interactions for

desire to eat (P¼0·045) and a marginal indication for fullness

(P¼0·057). For all diets, there was a strong effect (P,0·001)
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for composite hunger to vary with time of day (Fig. 2). In

addition, there were effects of diet on composite hunger

scores across all the diets (P¼0·012) for the combined

values during the post-breakfast and post-lunch periods

(mean composite hunger values: MTD 29·1, NP 31·0, HP

25·2, NPAA 28·0, SED 1·64), primarily driven by the greater

value for the NP compared with the HP diets (P¼0·003)

based on the post hoc t test. Although composite hunger

scores across all the diets were lower for breakfast than for

lunch (26·5 v. 30·2, SED 0·79, P,0·001), the same pattern

between the diets was maintained, with HP values being

lower than the NP values (post-breakfast P¼0·005; post-

lunch P,0·001). There were no significant diet £ time inter-

actions for any composite hunger analyses. In addition,

there were no differences in composite hunger scores after

the overnight fast between either all (P¼0·92) or the three

WL (P¼0·56) diets.

Amino acid responses

Overnight-fasted and pre-lunch values. After overnight fast-

ing, plasma concentrations of most essential AA were lower

(P,0·001) for the NP diet than for the MTD (Table 4),

except for the unchanged values of methionine, threonine

and isoleucine. Within the WL diets, values for leucine,

valine, isoleucine and lysine as well as urea were greater

(P,0·01) for the HP and NPAA diets than for the NP diet.

The values for phenylalanine and histidine were higher for

the NPAA diet, while those for methionine and threonine

were lower for the HP diet. For all the three WL diets, the

values for fasting tryptophan were similar, but lower than

that for the MTD (P,0·001). For the non-essential AA,

plasma concentrations were greater (P,0·001) for the MTD

than for the WL diets for alanine, proline and tyrosine, but

lower (P,0·001) for serine. There were order £ diet inter-

actions for leucine (P¼0·004), glycine (P¼0·039), cysteine

(P¼0·039) and tyrosine (P¼0·036); however, there was no

consistent pattern between responses for these AA.

Table 3. Impact of the four dietary interventions† on body composition and clinical parameters at the end of
each dietary intervention for the eighteen volunteers

(Mean values with their standard errors of the difference)

MTD NP HP NPAA SEDdiet Pdiet‡

Body weight (kg) 116·42a 112·50b 112·36b 112·15b 0·296 ,0·001*
Body fat (%) 41·21a 40·18b 40·26b 40·38b 0·249 0·005
Fat mass (kg) 48·83a 46·05b 46·08b 46·14b 0·309 ,0·001*
Fat-free mass (kg) 67·59a 66·42b 66·27b 66·04b 0·315 ,0·001
Cholesterol (mmol/l) 5·12a 4·68b 4·76b 4·63b 0·099 ,0·001
LDL-C (mmol/l) 3·47a 3·02b 3·20c 3·09b,c 0·077 ,0·001
HDL-C (mmol/l) 0·86a 0·80b 0·83a,b 0·79b 0·023 0·030*
LDL-C:HDL-C 4·19a 3·83b 3·87a,b 3·94a,b 0·157 0·114
Cholesterol:HDL-C 6·21 5·98 5·84 5·94 0·202 0·329*
Glucose (mmol/l) 5·98a 5·78b 5·68b 5·78b 0·093 0·027
3-Hydroxybutyrate (mmol/l) 0·050a 0·197b 0·378c 0·385c 0·0559 ,0·001
TAG (mol/l) 2·03a 1·69a,b 1·48b 1·54b 0·188 0·025
Urea (mmol/l) 5·55a 4·82a 6·34b 6·60b 0·374 ,0·001
Diastolic BP (mmHg) 79·1a 74·6b 72·6b 74·9b 1·88 0·011
Systolic BP (mmHg) 130·3a 125·9a,b 122·8b 122·3b 2·62 0·016
Pulse (bpm) 70·8a 61·9b 61·8b 66·2c 1·79 ,0·001
RMR (MJ/d) 8·98a 8·33b 8·46a,b 8·51b 0·086 ,0·001

MTD, maintenance diet; NP, normal-protein diet; HP, high-protein diet; NPAA, mixture of normal protein plus free amino acids;
LDL-C, LDL-cholesterol; HDL-C, HDL-cholesterol; BP, blood pressure; bpm, beats/min.

a,b,c Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05; post hoc t test).
* Order £ diet interaction (P,0·05), see text for details.
† The 7d MTD (supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1.5 £ RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each supplied at energy intake

equivalent to 1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA (NPAA) contributing 15 %, 30 % and 15 %
protein þ 15 % of energy, respectively.

‡ Analysed by ANOVA, with volunteer, plus period within volunteer, set as random effects and with order, diet and their interaction
as fixed effects.
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Fig. 2. Hourly responses in composite hunger score to the four diets in the 5 h

periods following both breakfast and lunch: MTD (W), maintenance diet; NP

(X), normal-protein diet; NPAA (D), mixture of normal protein plus free amino

acids; HP (O), high-protein diet. Meals were provided immediately after

measures made at 0 min (breakfast) and 300 min (lunch). Values are means

of either 6 d (MTD) or 9 d (NP, HP and NPAA), with their standard errors

represented by vertical bars. Data were analysed using residual maximum

likelihood, with volunteer, plus period, time and their interaction all nested

within volunteer, set as random factors and with order, time, diet and their

interactions as fixed factors. For this analysis, time represents the psycho-

metric parameters recorded hourly each day. Data were analysed for either all

diets or just the three weight-loss diets. There were no time £ diet interactions.
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For the MTD, most AA returned to overnight-fasted concen-

trations before lunch (data not shown), except for tryptophan

among the EAA. For the HP diet, values for all AA except

serine, glutamate and glutamine were greater (P,0·05)

pre-lunch than pre-breakfast (Table 4 and Fig. 3).

Postprandial responses

The post-meal responses in the plasma concentrations of

leucine, phenylalanine and tryptophan are shown in Fig. 3

(data for the other AA are available on request). In terms of

general responses, within each diet, the time to maximum con-

centration was similar after breakfast and after lunch for leucine

and phenylalanine except for an earlier peak concentration

post-lunch for leucine on the HP diet (mean 178 v. 230 min,

P¼0·002) and later peak concentration post-lunch for phenyl-

alanine on the MTD (mean 185 v. 61 min, P,0·001). However,

for tryptophan, the peak concentration after lunch occurred

at least 50 min later than after breakfast (P,0·01), except

for the HP diet where the situation was reversed (P¼0·01).

Despite the overall temporal similarities, the peak concen-

trations differed consistently between the diets in the order

NP , MTD , HP , NPAA (P,0·01), except for tryptophan

where the values were similar for the HP and NPAA diets.

In terms of specific diets, the concentrations of the three

AA for the MTD peaked at 60min post-breakfast, but by lunch,

they returned to overnight-fasted values. The time to maxi-

mum plasma concentration took longer (180 min, P,0·001)

after ingestion of lunch and remained elevated (P,0·01) by

the time of dinner. Ingestion of the NP diet did not lead to

Table 4. Effect of the four dietary interventions‡ on overnight-fasted plasma amino acid (AA)
concentrations (mmol/kg) and leucine irreversible loss rate (ILR, mmol/min) at the end of each
dietary intervention period for the eighteen volunteers

(Mean values with their standard errors of the difference)

AA MTD NP HP NPAA SED§ PALLk

Leu 143·1a 122·2b 144·8a*** 147·8a*** 3·36 ,0·001†
Phe 62·5a 54·5c 56·1c*** 58·7b*** 1·12 ,0·001
Ala 372·3a 332·0b** 298·1c*** 302·5c*** 9·99 ,0·001
Gly 174·9a*** 195·7b*** 165·9a*** 174·3a*** 4·58 ,0·001†
Urea 10 891a 8963b 13 176c** 13 599c*** 474·7 ,0·001
Val 248·2a 201·7b 260·1c*** 265·7c*** 4·67 ,0·001
Pro 192·6a*** 171·5b*** 158·6c*** 175·6b*** 4·99 ,0·001
Met 28·5a** 27·2a* 25·4b*** 27·7a** 0·78 0·002
Ser 89·3a*** 104·1c*** 100·1b 106·0c 1·65 ,0·001
Thr 115·0a,b 121·3b* 110·2a*** 118·6b 3·83 0·034
Asp 3·1 2·9 3·2** 3·9 0·49 0·263
Cys 309·3a* 318·1a** 308·4a*** 278·1b 6·97 ,0·001†
Glu 81·1a 79·2a* 70·1b 73·9a,b 4·18 0·046
Lys 200·1a,b 180·8c 193·0b*** 204·2a 3·95 ,0·001
Arg 104·1a 104·4a 95·9b*** 98·4a,b* 3·67 0·061
His 79·6a 71·5c 71·7c* 76·4b 1·45 ,0·001
Gln 568·2a 618·7c 533·8b 521·4b 10·95 ,0·001
Tyr 77·6a 62·9c 62·7c*** 69·4b*** 1·95 ,0·001†
Trp 58·9a* 53·5b 52·7b*** 52·7b 0·85 ,0·001
iLeu 66·4a 64·9a 72·1b*** 75·6b*** 2·15 ,0·001
Fischer{ 0·310a 0·304a* 0·252b** 0·264b** 0·007 ,0·001
Trp:LNAA†† 0·099a 0·107b* 0·089c** 0·086c** 0·002 ,0·001

ILRfast‡‡ 0·152a 0·132b* 0·150a** 0·149a** 0·0053 0·002
ILRfed‡‡ 0·176a 0·147b* 0·190a** 0·188a** 0·0065 ,0·001†

MTD, maintenance diet; NP, normal-protein diet; HP, high-protein diet; NPAA, mixture of normal protein plus free
amino acids; Cys, cysteine þ cystine; LNAA, large neutral amino acids.

a,b,c Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05; post hoc t test).
Mean value was significantly different from that pre-lunch for the same diet (pre-lunch data not shown): * P,0·05,

** P,0·01, *** P,0·001 ( post hoc t test).
† Order £ diet interaction (P,0·05), see text for details.
‡ The 7d MTD (supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1.5 £ RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each supplied at

energy intake equivalent to 1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA (NPAA) contributing
15 %, 30 % and 15 % protein þ 15 % of energy, respectively.

§ Standard error of the difference based on all four diets.
kP value for the overnight-fasted values based on all the four diets obtained from ANOVA, with volunteer, plus

period within volunteer, set as random effects and with order, diet and their interaction as fixed effects. Plasma
concentrations were also compared across time between pre-breakfast (overnight fasted, 0 min) and pre-lunch
(300 min after breakfast) for all four diets. For this reason, ANOVA involved volunteer, plus period, time
(pre-breakfast and pre-lunch) and their interaction all nested within volunteer, as random effects and with
order, diet and time and their interactions as fixed effects.

{Fischer’s ratio is the concentration ratio of (PheþTyr)/(Ile þ Leu þ Val).
†† Trp:LNAA represents Trp/(Ile þ Leu þ Val þ Phe þ Tyr).
‡‡ Whole-body ILR, based on the injection of [1-13C] leucine and using the plasma enrichment of leucine as

the precursor pool. The ILR were measured in both the overnight-fasted and fed states (150–195 min after
breakfast). The patterns for phenylalanine kinetics were similar to those observed for leucine (data not shown).
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marked changes in plasma concentrations, and within 300 min

of consuming either breakfast or lunch had returned to fasting

values for leucine and phenylalanine but not for tryptophan.

For the HP diet, the maximum concentrations for all the

three AA occurred later than for any other diet post-breakfast

(mean 205 min, P,0·001), and remained greater than the

overnight-fasted values by lunchtime (P,0·001). For the

NPAA diet, following breakfast, the maximum concentrations

for the three AA were greater (P,0·001) than for the other

diets, and these changes occurred at approximately 60 min

after the meal. Although these values declined steadily there-

after, and to less than that observed for the HP diet (P,0·01)

at lunch, for leucine and phenylalanine these still remained

above the overnight-fasted concentrations (P,0·001). All

these differences in the postprandial responses contributed

to the time £ diet interaction (P,0·001) observed for each

of the three AA (Fig. 3(A)–(C)). Indeed, for the majority of

the time points over the 10 h period, plasma leucine concen-

trations differed between all the diets (P,0·001; see

Fig. 3(A)). This was also the situation for phenylalanine

(Fig. 3(B)), except for similar values in the first 60 min after

breakfast for the NP diet in comparison with the MTD and

HP diet, while following 3 h post-lunch, the values for the

MTD, NP and NPAA diets were also not different.

The pattern of tryptophan responses was similar to that

of leucine, except that the similarity between the NP diet

and the MTD and HP diet persisted for 120 min after breakfast.

In terms of the tryptophan:LNAA ratio, fasting values differed

(P,0·001) between diets (Table 4) as did the mean post-

breakfast ratios (P,0.001; Table 5). These differences were

maintained at all times except for 30–150 min for the HP

diet v. MTD and for 210–300 min for the HP v. NPAA diet.

Although the overall postprandial responses were significant

(P,0·001), there was a time £ diet interaction (P,0·001)

that reflected the different responses between the diets, e.g.

the near constant ratio for the NP diet and the rapid decline

for the NPAA diet just after the meal (Fig. 3(D)).

The patterns shown in Fig. 3 were reflected in net AUCi

for the 5 h period following both breakfast (Table 5) and

lunch (Table 6). For the 5 h post-breakfast, the lowest net

AUCi for leucine was for the NP diet (,0·001) and averaged

just 5mmol/kg per min above the fasted value. This compares

with 77mmol/kg per min for the NPAA diet, with the MTD and

HP diet being intermediate at 23 and 39mmol/kg per min,

respectively, but all the three WL diets differed from each
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Fig. 3. Temporal changes in the peripheral plasma concentrations of (A) leucine, (B) phenylalanine, (C) tryptophan and (D) plasma tryptophan:LNAA (large neutral

amino acid) ratio. MTD (W), maintenance diet; NP (X), normal-protein diet; NPAA (D), mixture of normal protein plus free amino acids; HP (O), high-protein diet.

Meals were offered at 0 min (breakfast) and 300 min (lunch). Values are means, with their standard errors represented by vertical bars. Data were analysed by

ANOVA, with volunteer, plus period, time and their interaction all nested within volunteer, set as random factors and with order, time, diet and their interactions as

fixed factors. For this analysis, time represents the values taken every 30 min during the 10 h of blood sampling taken on the last day of each experimental period.

P3WL is the comparison between the three weight-loss diets (HP, NP and NPAA), while Pall4 also includes the MTD in the analysis. T £ D represents the time £

diet interaction. A colour version of this figure can be found online at http://www.journals.cambridge.org/bjn
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other (P,0·001). This pattern was repeated for leucine during

the post-lunch period, with the absolute increases similar to

post-breakfast, albeit against a greater pre-meal concentration.

For phenylalanine post-breakfast, the net AUCi for the MTD

and NP diet were similar and both differed from the HP and

NPAA diets (P,0·001), with, again, the greatest values for

the latter (P,0·001). This pattern (and with similar incremen-

tal values) was repeated for the 5 h post-lunch period.

Leucine and phenylalanine kinetics

Treatment effects were similar for leucine ILR (Table 4) and

phenylalanine ILR (data not shown). In the overnight-fasted

condition, ILR equates to whole-body protein breakdown,

and was lower for the reduced protein intake of the NP diet

compared with the MTD (P,0·001). The additional protein

or AA supplied as HP or NPAA resulted in ILR that were

similar to the MTD, but greater than the NP diet (P,0·01).

These differences between the NP diet and the other three

diets were maintained 2·5 h after ingestion of breakfast,

except that all values were greater (P,0·001). The greater

ILR post-breakfast is probably due to a combination of AA

absorption and stimulation of protein turnover in response

to food intake.

Hormone responses

Overnight fasted and pre-lunch. In the overnight-fasted

state, both total GIP and active ghrelin were not different

between the diets, while insulin and glucose were greater

for the MTD than for the three WL diets (þ56 %, P,0·001

and þ7 %, P,0·001, respectively; Table 7). Fasting total PYY

concentration was also greater for the MTD than for the HP

(þ11 %, P¼0·039) and NPAA (þ14 %, P¼0·013) diets; how-

ever, no differences were found between the three WL diets.

A similar between-diet pattern was observed at 5 h after break-

fast, i.e. just before lunch, except that total GIP concentration

was greater for the MTD (P,0·05) than for the NP (þ40 %)

Table 5. Effect of the four dietary interventions‡ on the net incremental AUC (net AUCi, mmol/kg £ min)
for plasma amino acid (AA) concentrations for the 5 h period between breakfast and lunch during the last
day of each dietary intervention period for the eighteen volunteers

(Mean values with their standard errors of the difference)

AA MTD NP HP NPAA SED§ Pk

Leu 6834a 1594b 11 833c*** 23 039d 1238·4 ,0·001
Phe 1659a*** 1911a 3780b*** 6164c*** 324·8 ,0·001
Ala 8619a** 23 699b** 27 721b*** 36 160c*** 2548·8 ,0·001
Gly 25248a*** 22925b*** 317c 5508d* 730·3 ,0·001
Urea 64 251a 8582a* 60 715a*** 363 626b* 87 054·4 ,0·001
Val 5894a 2497b 13 811c*** 27 157d*** 1408·7 ,0·001
iLeu 4254a 1565b* 9630c*** 14 125d 834·6 ,0·001
Pro 18 156a 13 471b 12 428b* 22 344c 1470·2 ,0·001
Met 114a*** 391a 3129b*** 4270c* 224·9 ,0·001†
Ser 21752a*** 21894a*** 341b 2887c 470·7 ,0·001
Thr 21085a*** 2817a* 3290b* 7511c 697·8 ,0·001
Asp 2181a 2114a 200b*** 215a,b 108·9 0·008†
Cys 24491a,b* 26510a,b** 27554a*** 22994b 2037·3 0·131
Glu 2900a,b 22260a** 230b,c 1322c* 983·4 0·006
Lys 3937a 1908a 14 199b*** 24 268c*** 1042·5 ,0·001
Arg 1698a* 1679a 7698b*** 13 348c*** 813·8 ,0·001†
His 269a*** 331a 2575b** 2249b** 316·7 ,0·001
Gln 22031a,b* 26372a 706a,b 5014b 3520·3 0·021
Tyr 2183a 1078b 4633c*** 7805d** 513·6 ,0·001
Trp 82a*** 493a* 2680b** 3613c 213·5 ,0·001†
Glucose (mmol £ min) 267a 71b*** 10b*** 55b*** 61·1 ,0·001
AUCt{

Fischer 0·300a 0·314b* 0·248c** 0·250c** 0·006 ,0·001†
Trp:LNAA 0·089a 0·104b* 0·083c** 0·074d*** 0·001 ,0·001†

MTD, maintenance diet; NP, normal-protein diet; HP, high-protein diet; NPAA, mixture of normal protein plus free amino
acids; Cys, cysteine þ cystine; AUCt, total AUC; LNAA, large neutral amino acids.

a,b,c,d Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05; post hoc t test).
Mean value was significantly different from that for the 5 h post-lunch period for the same diet (post-lunch data not shown):

* P,0·05, ** P,0·01, *** P,0·001 ( post hoc t test).
† Order £ diet interaction (P,0·05), see text for details.
‡ The 7d MTD (supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1.5 £ RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each supplied at energy

intake equivalent to 1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA (NPAA) contributing 15 %, 30 % and
15 % protein þ 15 % of energy, respectively.

§ Standard error of the difference based on all four diets.
kP value for all the diets at 5 h after breakfast was obtained from ANOVA, with volunteer, plus period within volunteer, set

as random effects and order£diet and their interaction as fixed effects. The net AUCi were also compared for time
between the 5 h post-breakfast and the 5 h post-lunch (see Table 6) for all the four diets. Data were analysed based on
ANOVA, with volunteer, plus period, time and their interaction all nested within volunteer, set as random effects and with
order, diet and time and their interactions as fixed effects.

{AUCt values for Fischer’s ratio, based on (Phe þ Tyr)/(Ile þ Leu þ Val), while the Trp:LNAA ratio represents Trp/(Ile þ
Leu þ Val þ Phe þ Tyr). For these two comparisons, AUCt rather than net AUCi were used. As for several of the diets,
the AA concentrations decreased below the fasting value within the 5 h period after breakfast, yielding negative ratios.
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Table 6. Effect of the four dietary interventions‡ on the net incremental AUC (net AUCi, mmol/kg
£ min) for plasma amino acid (AA) concentrations during the 5 h period between lunch and dinner on
the last day of each dietary intervention period for the eighteen volunteers*

(Mean values with their standard errors of the difference)

AA MTD NP HP NPAA SED§ P k

Leu 7502a 3033b 12 899c 23 650d 1101·1 ,0·001
Phe 1969a 2180a 3978b 6387c 322·7 ,0·001
Ala 12 019a 25 857b 28 990b 37 463c 2540·6 ,0·001
Gly 272a 363a 1982b 7506c 448·4 ,0·001
Urea 210 474a 118 330a 187 369a 439 139b 63 771 ,0·001
Val 7017a 3918b 15 299c 28 142d 1309·0 ,0·001
iLeu 4619a 2321b 10 169c 14 418d 738·5 ,0·001
Pro 18 709a 14 136b 12 998b 22 997c 1477·5 ,0·001
Met 732a 678a 3225b 4390c 214·1 ,0·001
Ser 491a 305a 1292b 3883c 344·1 ,0·001
Thr 1225a 836a 3862b 8127c 612·8 ,0·001
Asp 22a 26a 352b 187c 44·8 ,0·001†
Cys 757 43 100 2970 1717·2 0·296
Glu 1606a,b 673a 2148b,c 2903c 554·5 0·003†
Lys 5242a 3396a 14 940b 25 103c 977·5 ,0·001
Arg 2596a 2712a 8150b 13 890c 725·6 ,0·001
His 753a 819a 2860b 2859b 260·5 ,0·001
Gln 6206a,b 2225a 6362a,b 9620b 2863·6 0·101
Tyr 2719a 1519b 4881c 8103d 478·1 ,0·001
Trp 868a 916a 2971b 3847c 179·8 ,0·001
Glucose (mmol £ min) 316a 211b 182b 156b 51·5 0·020

MTD, maintenance diet; NP, normal-protein diet; HP, high-protein diet; NPAA, mixture of normal protein plus free
amino acids; Cys, cysteine þ cystine.

a,b,c,d Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05; post hoc t test).
* For comparison of net AUCi for the 5 h periods post-breakfast and post-lunch, see Table 5.
† Order £ diet interaction (P,0·01); see text for details.
‡ The 7d MTD (supplied at 1.5 £ RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each supplied at energy intake equivalent to

1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA (NPAA) contributing 15 %, 30 % and 15 %
protein þ 15 % of energy, respectively.

§ Standard error of the difference based on all the four diets.
kP value for all the diets was obtained from ANOVA, with volunteer, plus period nested within volunteer, set as

random effects and with order£diet and their interaction as fixed effects.

Table 7. Effect of the maintenance diet (MTD) and three weight-loss (WL) diets (NP (normal protein), HP (high protein)
and NPAA (normal protein plus free amino acids))† on fasting (0 min) and pre-lunch (300 min) plasma values for insulin,
glucose, total glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide (GIP), active ghrelin and total peptide YY (PYY) on the last day of
each dietary intervention period for the eighteen volunteers

(Mean values with their standard errors of the difference)

Diet

MTD NP HP NPAA SED Pdiet‡ Ptime‡ Pdiet £ time‡

Fasted
GIP (ng/l) 34·8 33·6 30·3 31·6 3·66 0·607
Insulin (ng/l) 704a 483b 423b 448b 37·6 ,0·001
Ghrelin (ng/l) 65·9 64·9 62·6 48·5 8·35 0·145
PYY (ng/l) 83·0a 78·7a,b 74·9b 73·1b 3·70 0·048
Glucose (mmol/l) 5·80a 5·47b 5·44b 5·45b 0·121 ,0·001

Pre-lunch
GIP (ng/l) 151·8*** 108·2*** 99·4*** 116·8*** 19·59 0·052 0·038 0·085
Insulin (ng/l) 1398a*** 423b 424b 640b 211·3 ,0·001 ,0·001 0·004
Ghrelin (ng/l) 52·6 65·3 65·9 57·2 7·76 0·255 0·087 0·330
PYY (ng/l) 112·9a*** 98·2b*** 103·1a,b*** 99·0b*** 5·04 0·020 0·007 0·262
Glucose (mmol/l) 5·49a* 4·91b*** 4·95b** 5·13b* 0·132 ,0·001 ,0·001 0·198

a,bMean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05; post hoc t test).
Mean value was significantly different from that for the fasted period for the same diet: *P , 0·05, ***P,0·001; (post hoc t test).
† The 7d MTD (supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1.5 £ RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each supplied at energy intake equivalent

to 1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA (NPAA) contributing 15 %, 30 % and 15 % protein þ 15 % as free AA,
respectively.

‡ Analysed by ANOVA and with time as the comparison between the fasted and immediate pre-lunch values within each hormone. Volun-
teer, plus period, time and their interaction all nested within volunteer, were set as random effects, while order, diet, time plus their inter-
actions as fixed effects. Pdiet£time shows the significance of diet £ time interactions. There were no significant effects of order or order
interactions. When there was a significant effect of diet (P,0·05), then effects within time (i.e. either fasted or pre-lunch) were compared
by post hoc t tests based on appropriate SED. When there was a significant (P,0·05) effect of time and/or time £ diet, for each hormone,
the differences within the diet between the fasted and pre-lunch values were compared with post hoc t tests based on appropriate SED.
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and HP (þ53 %) diets, while total PYY concentration was

similar for the MTD and HP diet (Table 7). Despite these

pattern similarities, there were considerable differences

between the absolute values pre-breakfast and pre-lunch.

For example, the pre-lunch values for total GIP and total

PYY concentrations exceeded fasted values (.300 and

.26 %, respectively, both P,0·001) for all the diets, whereas

active ghrelin concentration returned to fasting values within

5 h after breakfast. Furthermore, although insulin values just

before lunch for the MTD were approximately double those

before breakfast (P,0·001), the pre-lunch concentrations

for the three WL diets were not different from the fasted

condition. In contrast, plasma glucose concentrations were

lower pre-lunch than pre-breakfast across all the four diets

(P , 0.05). At 5 h after lunch, the between-diet pattern was

again similar (Figs. 4(A)–(C) and 5(A) and (B)), but absolute

values for active ghrelin were greater than pre-lunch (range

44–79%; P , 0.01) as was glucose for the HP and NPAA

diets ( þ 6%; P , 0.01). The other hormones had similar

concentrations just before lunch and dinner.

The effect of period, i.e. length of time (10, 20 or 30 d) on

diets that promoted WL, was also assessed, with the fasting

value at maintenance set as the covariate. Fasting total GIP,

active ghrelin and total PYY concentrations did not alter

over the three WL periods, although insulin showed a

marginal indication to decrease (by 15 %, P¼0·062) between

10 and 30 d of WL.

Postprandial responses

The postprandial responses to breakfast and lunch

(Figs. 4(A)–(C) and 5(A) and (B)) were compared as net

AUCi (Table 8). Between breakfast and lunch, the AUCi for

total GIP was substantially greater (þ50 %, P,0·001) for the

MTD than for the three WL diets. The response for the HP

diet was only 80 % (P¼0·012) that of either the NP or NPAA

diet post-breakfast. The insulin net AUCi for the MTD was

approximately double (P,0·001) that of the three WL diets
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Fig. 4. Temporal changes in the peripheral plasma concentrations of (A) insulin, (B) glucose and (C) glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide (GIP) (total). MTD

(W), maintenance diet; NP (X), normal-protein diet; NPAA (D), mixture of normal protein plus free amino acids; HP (O), high-protein diet. Meals were offered at

0 min (breakfast) and 300 min (lunch). Values are means, with their standard errors represented by vertical bars. Data were analysed by ANOVA, with volunteer,

plus period, time and their interaction all nested within volunteer, set as random factors and with order, time, diet and their interactions as fixed factors. For this

analysis, time represents the values taken every 30 min during the 10 h period of blood sampling taken on the last day of each experimental period. For the

three weight-loss (3WL) diets, there was a diet effect for insulin (P¼0·003) and a tendency (P¼0·071) for GIP. Significant diet £ time (T £ D; P,0·01) effects

were observed for insulin, glucose and GIP for the 3WL diets. For all the four diets (all4), there were significant diet effects and significant T £ D effects for insulin,

glucose and GIP. * Mean values for the HP and NP diets were significantly different (P,0·01) at specific time points. † Mean values for the HP and NPAA diets

were significantly different (P,0·01) at specific time points. ‡ Mean values for the NP and NPAA diets were significantly different (P,0·01) at specific time points.

A colour version of this figure can be found online at http://www.journals.cambridge.org/bjn
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Fig. 5. Temporal changes in the peripheral plasma concentrations of (A)

ghrelin (active) and (B) peptide YY (PYY, total). MTD (W), maintenance diet;

NP (X), normal-protein diet; NPAA (D), mixture of normal protein plus

free amino acids; HP (O), high-protein diet. Meals were offered at 0 min

(breakfast) and 300 min (lunch). Values are means, with their standard errors

represented by vertical bars. Data were analysed by ANOVA, with volunteer,

plus period, time and their interaction all nested within volunteer, set as ran-

dom factors and with order, time, diet and their interactions as fixed factors.

For this analysis, time represents the values taken every 30 min during the

10 h period of blood sampling taken on the last day of each experimental

period. For the three weight-loss (3WL) diets, there was a diet effect for

ghrelin (P¼0·003). For the 3WL diets, a significant diet £ time (D £ T) effect

(P¼0·004) was observed for PYY. For all the four diets (all4), there were

significant diet effects and significant T £ D effects for ghrelin and PYY.

* Mean values for the HP and NP diets were significantly different (P,0·01)

at specific time points. † Mean values for the HP and NPAA diets were

significantly different (P,0·01) at the specific time point. A colour version of

this figure can be found online at http://www.journals.cambridge.org/bjn
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post-breakfast, with the NP diet greater than the HP diet

(þ33 %, P,0·001). This was not unexpected because the

MTD contained more total carbohydrate content than the

different WL diets post-breakfast, while both the HP and

NPAA diets had the lowest sugar content due to the iso-ener-

getic substitution of carbohydrate with protein (Table 2).

Active ghrelin concentration declined in response to the

meals (Fig. 5(A); Table 8) but the net AUCi was not different

between the three WL diets, although with a marginal indi-

cation (P¼0·080) to decrease more for the MTD than for

either the HP or NPAA diet post-breakfast. The increase in

net AUCi for total PYY concentration in response to breakfast

was similar between all the four diets (Table 8).

For some hormones, the net AUCi response after the two

meals was not identical, partly due to the greater ‘baseline’

value pre-lunch compared with pre-breakfast (Figs. 4 and 5;

Table 8). This was the case for total PYY (P,0·001) across

all the diets (Table 8), even though the peak concentrations

were greater post-lunch than following breakfast (Fig. 5(B)).

Furthermore, all hormones, except ghrelin, showed lower

net AUCi after lunch than following breakfast when the volun-

teers were on the MTD (P,0·01). In contrast, the net AUCi

for total GIP, active ghrelin and insulin were similar after the

two meals for all the three WL diets, except for total GIP

which was lower (P ¼ 0·022) post-lunch than post-breakfast

for the NPAA diet.

The difference in net AUCi between the MTD and the three

WL diets was due to persistent differences at most time points.

(Figs. 4(A)–(C) and 5(A) and (B)). For example, insulin for the

MTD exceeded (P,0·01) all the WL diets from 30 min after

breakfast through to lunch, with a similar pattern for total

GIP and glucose. Total PYY concentrations were also greater

(P,0·01) following the MTD than the other diets for intervals

between 30 and 180 min after breakfast and for most of the

period following lunch. Conversely, temporal responses of

ghrelin were less clear, although values for the MTD were

lower (P,0·01) than those for the HP diet at 150–210 min

after breakfast and for the last hour after lunch for the NP

and NPAA diets.

Although the net AUCi following either breakfast or lunch

were similar between the three WL diets, there were temporal

differences in plasma concentrations. For example, total GIP

was less (P,0·01) for the HP diet than for the NPAA diet at

120 and 180 min after breakfast and at 180 and 240 min after

lunch. For active ghrelin, the concentrations were lower for

the NPAA diet than for the HP diet (P,0·01) at 150 and

210 min post-breakfast, and the NPAA diet was lower than

the NP diet at 4 and 5 h after lunch. Concentrations of total

PYY were similar across all the three WL diets throughout

the 10 h period. In contrast, insulin was greater (P,0·01)

for the NP diet than for the HP diet during the 60–180 min

period after lunch, which matched the higher glucose con-

centrations (P,0·01) at these time points. When the mean

concentrations over the whole 10 h period were analysed,

there were effects (P,0·001) of diet on the hormones. For

total GIP, total PPY, insulin and glucose, this was due to

higher mean concentrations for the MTD than for the three

WL diets. For active ghrelin, however, both the MTD and

NPAA diet were lower (P,0·001) than either the NP or HP

diet (42·8, 41·0 v. 52·9 and 53·7 ng/l respectively, SED 3·2).

Table 8. Effect of the maintenance diet (MTD) and three weight-loss (WL) diets (NP (normal protein), HP (high
protein) and NPAA (normal protein plus free amino acids))† on the net incremental AUC (net AUCi) for the 5 h period
between breakfast and lunch (Post-B) and the 5 h period following lunch (Post-L) for plasma concentrations of insulin,
total glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide (GIP), active ghrelin and total peptide YY (PYY) for the eighteen
volunteers

Diet

MTD NP HP NPAA Pdiet‡ Ptime‡ Pdiet £ time‡

GIP (ng/l £ min)
Post-B 60 275a 41 871b 34 017c 42 236b ,0·001 0·006 ,0·001
Post-L 33 388*** 35 599 35 713 31 567***

Insulin (ng/l £ min)
Post-B 1 001 396a 506 471b 395 910b 460046b ,0·001 ,0·001 ,0·001
Post-L 407 829a,b*** 503 953a 347 430b 330 884b

Ghrelin (ng/l £ min)
Post-B 28070 24557 22750 22275 0·378 0·722 0·294
Post-L 22875** 23903 24319 24948

PYY (ng/l £ min)
Post-B 10 893 8163 8029 9044 0·114 ,0·001 0·560
Post-L 3433*** 2663*** 2177*** 1129***

a,b Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different (P,0·05; post hoc t test).
Mean value was significantly different from that for Post-B for the same diet: *P , 0·05, **P , 0·01, ***P,0·001; (post hoc t test).
† The 7d MTD (supplied at energy intake equivalent to 1.5 £ RMR), or 10 d weight-loss diets, each supplied at energy intake equivalent

to 1·0 £ RMR, with protein (NP and HP) and protein þ free AA (NPAA) contributing 15 %, 30 % and 15 % protein þ 15 % of energy,
respectively.

‡ Analysed by ANOVA, with time as the comparison between Post-B and Post-L within each hormone. Volunteer, plus period, time and
their interaction all nested within volunteer, were set as random effects, while order, diet, time plus their interactions as fixed effects.
Pdiet£time shows the significance of diet £ time interactions. There were no significant effects of order or order interactions. When there
was a significant effect of diet (P,0·05), the effects within time (i.e. either Post-B or Post-L) were compared by post hoc t tests based
on appropriate SED. When there was a significant (P,0·05) effect of time and/or time £ diet, for each hormone, the differences within
the diet between the net AUCi for Post-B and Post-L were compared with post hoc t tests based on appropriate SED.
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Relationships between hormones, amino acids and
appetite responses

There were no strong relationships between any of the

parameters tested (composite hunger, individual gut hor-

mones and AA) based on the volunteer-adjusted residuals

except for the following AUCt comparisons: leucine and

phenylalanine (R 2 0·47, P,0·001); ghrelin and phenylalanine

(R 2 0·14, P¼0·001); PYY and phenylalanine (R 2 0·16,

P,0·001); insulin and ghrelin (R 2 0·18, P,0·001); PYY and

ghrelin (R 2 0·10, P¼0·006); glucose and insulin (R 2 0·26,

P,0·001). In terms of net AUCi comparisons, there were

relationships between leucine and phenylalanine (R 2 0·69,

P,0·001), glucose and insulin (R 2 0·15, P,0·001), insulin

and PYY (R 2 0·27, P,0·001). There were no significant

relationships observed between composite hunger and any

of the gut hormones or AA.

Discussion

A range of studies have suggested that higher protein intakes

result in a reduced appetite(2–5) and greater interval between

meals(42–45). In practice, the ratio of protein to other macro-

nutrients may be important because under WL conditions,

absolute intakes of protein may not differ greatly between

the weight-stable or weight-loss situation(46). To date, the

actual mechanisms by which protein (in either absolute or

relative amounts) has an impact on either satiety or satiation

are unclear, but aspects of two present hypotheses relating,

first, to the rate of protein digestion and absorption of AA(8)

and, second, to the release of specific hormones by the

gut(11,12,14) were tested within the design of the present

study. This involved comparison of three iso-energetic diets

supplied under chronic WL conditions.

Many studies that relate to appetite and responses of

peptide hormones are performed under acute conditions,

i.e. in response to single meals or types of nutrient(6,7,19,23–31).

For changes in protein intake, this is not optimal because

4–8 d can be needed for full adaptation of AA metabolism

to occur(32). For this reason, where consequences of changes

in the habitual intake of protein are the primary goal, chronic

studies are needed(33,47) and hence 10 d on each WL diet was

selected for the present study.

Protein and amino acid dynamics

The involvement of specific AA in the regulation of appetite

through a wide range of mechanisms, from taste to direct

actions in the brain, has been examined over many years,

with glutamate, leucine and tryptophan among the proposed

main candidates(48). In the present study, the 30 % higher pro-

tein intake for the HP and NPAA diets v. the NP diet resulted

in changes in the fasted plasma concentrations of a number

of AA, although such responses have not been consistent

between studies(39,49), suggesting that other factors, including

age and energy intake, may be important. While peripheral

plasma concentrations of both valine and isoleucine increased

at fasting on the HP diet, compatible with the elevated rates of

protein breakdown observed, leucine remained unaffected.

Indeed, as there were no diet effects on composite hunger

scores in the overnight-fasted state, none of the observed

changes in baseline plasma AA appear sufficient to trigger

the regulation of appetite.

In terms of postprandial responses for the various AA,

although the net AUCi tended to match absolute protein

intake (NP , MTD , HP), the temporal patterns were mark-

edly different between the HP and NPAA diets, even though

total AA supply was similar (assuming high values of protein

digestibility). The rapid absorption of the free AA supplied

with the NPAA diet resulted in the earliest and greatest

change in plasma concentrations and also a larger net AUCi

than for the HP diet. Links between plasma AA and appetite

have been suggested(50), possibly related to the stimulation

of nerves within the splanchnic system(51) or the transport of

AA into the brain(52). Indeed, direct actions of AA on satiety

have been reported(53), with particular emphasis on leucine

and mechanisms linked to increased mammalian target

of rapamycin observed in the hypothalamus of rodents(54).

Such a mechanism should have resulted in a reduced

hunger score in the first hour after meal ingestion with the

NPAA diet, but this was not observed. This supports recent

data from mice where, although there was acute hypothalamic

stimulation of mammalian target of rapamycin by leucine,

there was no impact on food intake during a 10 d ingestion

of leucine supplied in the drinking-water(55). Therefore,

under the present experimental conditions (overweight men

in chronic energy deficit), direct action of leucine on central

mechanisms is probably not important in the regulation

of hunger.

Tryptophan. Another potential central effect of AA

involves tryptophan, a precursor of serotonin that exerts

anorexigenic effects in the hypothalamus(56–58). Cerebral

uptake of tryptophan involves competition with LNAA(10,59),

and changes in the tryptophan:LNAA ratio in plasma have

been linked to appetite regulation(60), and this ratio decreases

as BMI increases(61). Nonetheless, in acute studies, although

provision of a protein source (a-lactalbumin) rich in trypto-

phan increased both plasma tryptophan concentration and

the tryptophan:LNAA ratio in the postprandial state(9,10,62),

this was not accompanied by altered sensations of appetite

or subsequent food intake(62). Furthermore, chronic ingestion

of diets with normal or high protein intakes (15 or 30 % of

energy intake) supplied to weight maintenance for 2 weeks

did not show any difference in the 24 h profiles of either

tryptophan or the tryptophan:LNAA ratio, although the

higher-protein diet induced WL over a subsequent 12-week

period when offered ad libitum (22). In the present study,

although both the HP and NPAA diets doubled the normal

protein (AA) intake, this elevated the average tryptophan

concentration by only 12–16 % at 5 h after breakfast, while

the mean tryptophan:LCAA ratio decreased by 20–27 %

compared with fasted values. These overall similarities mask

temporal differences, however, because plasma tryptophan

was elevated for the NPAA diet for the first 120 min after

breakfast, but this was not associated with differences in

hunger scores compared with the other diets. In contrast,
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the largest increases in plasma tryptophan occurred

between 180 and 300 min for the HP diet, coincident with

the strongest response in reduced composite hunger score.

Over this latter period, however, the tryptophan:LCAA ratio

was similar between the NPAA and HP diets. Therefore,

although the present observations may support a role for

tryptophan in hunger regulation, the tryptophan:LCAA

ratio was not a good index. Nonetheless, the ratio of

tryptophan:LNAA in both the HP and NPAA diets was only

0·05. This compares with 0·085 in a-lactalbumin, and therefore

this, or other proteins of similar AA composition, may produce

stronger effects than the meat-based sources used in the

present study.

Gut hormone responses

To have an impact on intake, signals need to be conveyed

from nutrients to centres of appetite control. One such

mediation may involve the release of hormones and pep-

tides by the gut. A number of these hormones were examined

in the present study and, for convenience, a multiplex system

was used for analysis, but this resulted in some restrictions.

For example, the observed values for active glucagon-like

peptide 1 were near the origin of the standard curve, and

so were considered unreliable and not measured after the

first six volunteers. Furthermore, total GIP and PYY concen-

trations were measured, rather than the truncated active

forms as monitored for ghrelin. In practice, values for

active PYY comprise approximately half of total(63,64), and

show similar responses to injection of the different forms of

the hormone(65). Nonetheless, the possibility of a different

response between the total and truncated forms of both

hormones in the present study cannot be excluded(19).

Although many studies have shown reduced hunger or

appetite following injection of various peptides, in most

cases, these are given at doses in excess of those observed

in nutritional studies(66), and therefore only nutrient-driven

responses will be considered.

Ghrelin. Ghrelin, sometimes termed the ‘hunger’ hor-

mone, is an orexigenic peptide with its plasma concentrations

elevated during hunger(11). Most ghrelin (66 %) is released

by gastric oxyntic cells, but the small intestine can also con-

tribute with the amounts decreasing from the duodenum to

the ileum(67). Ghrelin release is suppressed by macronutrient

ingestion, but the extent and duration appears inconsistent.

For example, while similar responses to meals of various

macronutrient compositions have been observed(23,31), others

have reported a greater decrease in either total(7), active(27)

or total and acylated(19) ghrelin for protein compared with

other macronutrients. Furthermore, although a recent meta-

analysis has suggested that high-protein meals lead to

reduced plasma concentrations for longer periods than high

carbohydrate intakes(68), some studies have even observed

an increase in ghrelin concentration following a high-

protein meal(21).

These variable responses may relate to study differences,

including BMI, measurement time, acute v. chronic designs

and the macronutrient composition of test meals. Furthermore,

obese adults have lower fasting values for both the

total and active ghrelin and respond less to a meal(24,29,69).

Time to nadir for ghrelin differs between macronutrients,

with carbohydrate the quickest(19), while protein produces

a more persistent response(26), independent of protein

source(28). Furthermore, most studies involved a single

meal intervention, and this would not allow for any adapta-

tion to protein supply. Finally, often meals with extreme

macronutrient compositions have been used to test for

differences(19,23,31).

In contrast, the present study involved short periods of

adaptation (7 d for the MTD and 10 d for the WL diets), with

fat ingestion fixed (30 % of energy) and then carbohydrate

and protein varied proportionally (either 55 and 15 % for

the MTD and NP diets or 40 and 30 % for the HP and NPAA

diets). In addition, daily energy intakes were maintained con-

stant under the WL conditions. In these circumstances, the net

AUCi for active ghrelin was similar between all the four diets,

after either breakfast or lunch, despite the difference in the

amount of food eaten and energy intake (MTD v. the three

WL diets) or the amount and form of protein (comparison

between the three WL diets). Food volume would not be

expected to exert an effect because stomach distension does

not cause ghrelin release(21). While these data do not support

earlier findings that ghrelin release is sensitive to the amount

of protein ingested(7,19,27), they do concur with other reports

that have shown no differences in ghrelin between meals of

varied macronutrient compositions(23,31). Furthermore, similar

responses in ghrelin were observed after 5 weeks on either

a control diet or a high-protein and low-carbohydrate diet

(both 30 % of energy intake) given to subjects with type 2

diabetes(70). This similarity in the postprandial response of

active ghrelin to the various diets (both the MTD and the

three WL diets) was complemented by the lack of difference

for fasting values between the treatments. Therefore, active

ghrelin does not appear to play a key role in the observed

composite hunger scores, at least under the conditions of

the present study.

Glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide. GIP, released

from K cells, especially those in the duodenum and the

upper jejunum, is present in the circulation as the intact

(1–42) and cleaved (3–42) states. GIP3–42 is the predominant

form, and there is a good relationship (R 0·93) between total

and intact GIP in the fed state but less strong (R 0·43)

during fasting(71). GIP stimulates pancreatic secretion of insu-

lin(72), with GIP release being more sensitive to carbohydrate

and fat than to protein(73) and with similar AUC for different

protein amounts and sources, provided that fat and carbo-

hydrate are also provided(74). Nonetheless, increased plasma

GIP concentration was observed in response to acute inges-

tion of whey rather than casein(8). These fall into the cat-

egories of ‘fast’- and ‘slow’-digested proteins, respectively(75),

while similar increases were observed with duodenal infu-

sions of certain AA(76). In the present study, the free AA sup-

plied with the NPAA diet showed the expected rapid

absorption via the duodenum and were of similar amounts

to those provided by a previous infusion study(76), and

yet the response in GIP was similar to the other WL diets.
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This may be explained by either the adaptation period used in

the present study or the possibility that other macronutrients

dominated the release of GIP. Whatever the reason, the pre-

sent data suggest that any response in GIP to protein within

a normal balanced meal supplied to obese subjects is met

at, or below, a protein supply of less than 15 % of energy

intake and would not account for the observed differences

in composite hunger score. This supports recent findings

showing that postprandial GIP response to single meals of

various macronutrient contents did not influence the sensa-

tion of satiety and hunger in either obese or normal-weight

women(77).

Peptide YY. PYY, sometimes termed the ‘satiety’ hormone,

is released from L-cells (as is glucagon-like peptide 1),

especially those in the ileum. There are two forms that

occur in plasma, PYY1–38 and PYY3–38, with the latter being

more active(12), which predominates in the fed state(63).

The greatest release of PYY in response to iso-energetic

ingestion of macronutrients occurs with protein, followed by

carbohydrate and then fat according to some reports(6,31),

while another has claimed a greater response to fat(23). The

release of PYY can continue for many hours(31,78), and this

would fit with the slower rate of digestion of protein and

absorption along the digestive tract. Nonetheless, responses

in PYY are detected within 15 min of food ingestion(6,78).

The present data support both these general findings. After

an initial plasma peak in PYY at the first postprandial time

point (30 min), there was a small decrease until 120 min

when another more persistent rise occurred followed by a

decrease 5 h after the meal, but with values still considerably

greater than in the overnight-fasted state. One possible expla-

nation is that the initial increase may relate to rapidly absorbed

macronutrients, such as digestible carbohydrate, while the

second peak may involve more slowly absorbed nutrients,

including protein. It is unclear whether AA per se can signal

PYY release because although the initial post-breakfast

increase in PYY was greater for the NPAA diet than for the

HP diet, this was not replicated in the early post-lunch

period when PYY was similar between all the three WL

diets. Interpretation is complicated by the continued absorp-

tion of breakfast protein at lunchtime with the HP diet and

with still increased PYY values for all the diets.

Further complications exist for comparison with other

literature data due to the choice of subjects (obese) and the

design (WL). For example, although fasting PYY concen-

trations are similar between obese and normal adults, the

plasma response in PYY to test meals is less for those with

high BMI(29). Furthermore, while WL induced by either diet

restriction(47) or Roux-en-Y bariatric surgery(79) resulted in

lowered fasting PYY concentration, such decreases were not

observed in the present study, where the total period of WL

was shorter (30 v. 42 d) than that in other studies(47) and

involved three different WL diets. Finally, relationships

between appetite and PYY concentrations have been incon-

sistent(6,23,31), and the present study also failed to provide

clear evidence for a link between composite hunger scores

and plasma PYY.

Conclusions

Although the present study design has several important

advantages, including strict control of both quantity and

macronutrient composition of the diets coupled with intakes

continued over periods of 7 or 10 d, these may be offset by

some limitations. For example, no washout intervals were

included and so there may be impacts of continuous WL,

although this was not detected by the various statistical

approaches used. Furthermore, as energy consumption was

fixed for each volunteer, psychometric hunger scores were

needed, rather than the use of direct measure of ad libitum

intake. Such hunger scores may be less robust. Nonetheless,

overall the present data do not provide clear evidence for

the relationships between composite hunger and any single

factor within those measured. This may not be too surprising

because appetite regulation is undoubtedly a complex pro-

cess, and many factors may combine to produce the overall

response. Under the conditions employed in the present

study, the data indicate that free AA concentrations in

plasma do not play an important role, and this probably

excludes a direct central action. In addition, with meals of

mixed macronutrient composition, albeit under sub-mainten-

ance energy intake, responses in several gut hormones do

not appear to differ, even when protein intake is doubled.

In future, models that integrate multiple features will probably

be required in order to understand those interactions that

have an impact on appetite control in subjects who consume

mixed meals that suppress hunger and aid WL.
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